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Text of a letter sent by the Netherlands Prime Minister.,
Professor Dr. J.E. de Quay,, to the President of the
Second Chamber of Parliament on 27 March 1962

As you are aware, the Governemerts of the Netherlands and

Indonesia started preliminary talks in the United States of

America on March 20, which; according to the sincere hope

of the Netherlands Government., would be able quickly to lead

to negotiations, with the assistance of the! Acting Secretary-

General of the United Nations,, U Thant, about a peaceful and

just solution to the Netherlands/Indonesian dispute concerning

the future of Netherlands New Guinea.

These preliminary talks are being held in the presence

of a third person of American nationality who was requested

to act as such by the Acting Secretary-General of the United

Nations.

The parties agreed to hold the talks in secret.

The undersigned therefore trusts that your Chamber will

have full understanding for the fact that, as total secrecy

has been agreed upon, the Government cannot, at this moment,

give any further information on these talks.

The Government does consider it important, however, to

inform your Chamber that it has started these preliminary

talks - to the holding of which it had openly and
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emphatically declared its willingness some months ago - in the

expectation that, at any rate from the date when Indonesia also

declared to be willing to hold talks., no hostile speeches should

be made against the Netherlands nor any aggressive acts

committed against Netherlands New Guinea. On its own part the

Government has not only completely refrained at all times from

any reaction to the continual provocative words and deeds of the

Indonesian authorities,, but it has also - as an emphatic effort

to create a better atmosphere - complied immediately with the

request of the Acting Secretary-General of the United Nations

to repatriate the Indonesian military personnel taken prisoner

on the occasion of the Indonesian attack near Vlakke Hoek. The

Government considered the discontinuance by Indonesia of

aggressive language and actions as an element of eminent impor-

tance to the success of any talks that would as such merit that

name, because Indonesia had, especially since the so-called

"last command" of President Sukarno of December 19, 19̂ 1, started

in increased measure, to address threats and intimidations to

the Netherlands and Netherlands New Guinea; moreover these

measures were accompanied by an actual stepping-up of Indonesia's

aggressive potential, including the establishment of bases for

attack, especially on Indonesian islands opposite, and in the

immediate vicinity of, Netherlands New Guinea.

Furthermore the undersigned refers, so far as necessary,

to the maritime incident near Gape Vlakke Hoek on January 15,

-1962-
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1962., when an Indonesian attempt to establish a bridgehead on

the main island could be frustrated in time and an Indonesian

rnotortorpedoboat was lost.

I may also remind you of President Sukarno's order for

general mobilization., issued on February 23, 1962.

Although the Government had reasons to assume that; from

the Inception of the preliminary" talks., Indonesia would cease

its open threats of violence and aggressive acts,, it now

appears in fact that the contrary Is the case.

President Sukarno and responsible governmental and

military leaders In Indonesia have almost daily persevered in

open threats and formal announcements that, even during the

preliminary talks, preparations to conquer Netherlands New

Guinea by violence of necessary are being continued.

Hie Netherlands Government disposes of sufficient

Indications that, unfortunately, Indonesia has not for a moment

stopped Its military build-up and is even now continuing the

preparation of inflitrations, on a smaller as well as a larger

scale, and also continuously increasing its aggressive potential

In every other respect.

As recently as March 22nd President Sukarno declared in

a message to the military staff for the "liberation of West-

Irian11 that his command for the "liberation" of West New Guinea

should be "reinforced, regardless of the secret talks with the

Netherlands". Major General Jani, Chief of Staff for the

-liberation-
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"liberation of West Irian", has added that before the end

of this month 15.000 volunteers will be moved by ship to

Celebes to reinforce the first "assault wave" of 10.000 men.

Also for some time past an Indonesian radio station

has been on the air closely under the coast of Netherlands

New Guinea., under the name of "voice of free West Irian".

The programmes are violently anti-Dutch and are addressed

to the population of New Guinea; they are composed of

made-up stories and lying campaigns, completely in accordance

with the principles of psychological war fare.

Indonesia does not stop at the use of words and threats.

New attacks have in fact been directed against the territory

of Netherlands New Guinea. For example, according to recent

information, since March 18, armed infiltrations have taken

place near Fak Fak, on one of the islands of the Radja Ampat

group and in Maccluer Gulf.

Furthermore, on March 24 an Indonesian schooner, which

had taken part in an infiltration operation, was intercepted

by a Netherlands aircraft.

An act of open aggression on Netherlands territory was

committed on March 25, when a Netherlands naval vessel, lying

in a bay of Gag Island, was bombed, by an Indonesian bomber

airplane.

The Government has taken note with increasing indigna-

tion of these aggressive acts, committed during a period when

talks were being held.

-Its-
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Its genuine and clear intention to have fruitful

talks with Indonesia with regard to a solution of the

dispute regarding the future status of Netherlands New Guinea

can never exonerate the Government from its prime responsibi-

lity to prote.ot the life and property of all inhabitants of

Netherlands New Guinea: Papuans, Europeans and other popula-

tion groups.

In view of the continuous threats and aggressive

acts of Indonesia, the Government can no longer discharge

properly its obligation, unless,, at short notice, the military

means for legitimate self-defence in Netherlands New Guinea

are somewhat supplemented. With a view to the security of

the population the Government has decided to do so.

Some units of the Royal Navy have been sent to

Netherlands New Guinea waters. Also a limited increase in the

strength of troops present in the territory will be effected.

In the light of its uncurtailed endeavour to reach a

peaceful and just solution of the dispute, the Government

regrets that Indonesia - acting in defiance of the principles

of the Charter of the United Nations - has forced it to take

these measures.

Meanwhile the Government remains hopeful that eventual-

ly it will be possible to find with Indonesia an agreed

solution for the problem which takes into account the interests

of the Papuans.

The Government, which has entered into the talks

with the sincere expectation that thus the first step

-could-
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could be made towards a peaceful solution of the dispute with

regard to the future status of Netherlands New Guinea, has

informed the Acting Secretary-General of the United Nations

of the course of events and has started consultations with

the Government of the United States and the third party

concerned in the consultations.

* * *- # #


